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Abstract
Alignment errors for entire accelerator components of

the SPring-8-II configuration are numerically estimated

and confirmed to satisfy required allowable errors. Neces-

sity of realignment are also discussed tracking both esti-

mated observation coordinates and relative errors of neigh-

boring two common girders based on ground deformation

trends of SPring-8. Furthermore, a verification of the ATL-

law application for variations of the current storage ring

level is briefly introduced and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
One of targets of the SPring-8 storage ring upgrade plan

(SPring-8-II) is to realize an ultra-low emittance ring which

requires severe allowable alignment errors (peak-to-peak)

in horizontal plane, such as ±30 μm (desired value) for

multi-pole magnets on common girders and ±90 μm for

neighboring two common girders.

Goals of this study are to answer following three ques-

tions; 1) whether our conventional methods of alignment

and survey will satisfy allowable alignment errors, 2) do

we need additional observation points and vise versa? 3)

Frequency of the realignment.

Figure 1: Top view of a preliminary designed machine con-

figuration for the normal cell (upper) and its 3D model for

the normal half cell (lower). Any correction magnets ex-

cepted in these above figures.

In order to answer these above questions, a ground defor-

mation of SPring-8 storage ring has been estimated based
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on survey data for accelerator components which has been

continuously measured since 1996 [1]. Next, coordinates

of all accelerator components, which is assumed as the

SPring-8-II configuration as shown in Fig. 1, are numeri-

cally evaluated with the ground deformation estimation and

instruments’ errors assuming our current survey method.

Necessity of the realignment are also discussed.

ALIGNMENT ERROR ESTIMATIONS
FOR ACCELERATOR COMPONENTS

Observations of accelerator components’ coordinates

Aobs are briefly expressed as

Aobs = Ades +ΔAtop +ΔAenv ± σmeas (1)

where Ades is designed coordinates. ΔAtop is correc-

tion term for topographical effects such as ground defor-

mations. ΔAenv is also correction term for environmen-

tal effects such as temperature and pressure in the tunnel

which is treated as zero in this study. σmeas is measure-

ment errors. In case of discussing alignment errors while

their installation within short period, ΔAtop is negligible.

Therefore, we need to discuss only σmeas in principal and

focus on it in this section. Comprehensive discussion in-

cluding topographical effects is discussed in the next sec-

tion.

Alignment errors for neighboring two girders are de-

fined as sizes of relative error ellipses which are calcu-

lated by a network analysis with designed coordinates of

two quadrupole magnets mounted at both ends of common

girders. The calculation is processed using a code, which

was developed based on Microsoft Visual Basic and dis-

tributed for free by S. Matsui [2], assuming following three

conditions;

1) ∼1.5 km long tunnel ring consists of 44 normal cells

and 4 straight sections, total 48 cells. 526 observation

points are defined on quadrupole magnets at both ends

of each common girder, 51 points on support columns

on each insertion devices (IDs) and 204 points on both

internal and external circumference wall in the ring.

Observation points on the wall are designed to be dis-

tanced at regular intervals in the ring. Four standard

IDs are assumed to be installed at each long straight

section.

2) Survey method is following our current method, i.e.,

Leica AT-402 laser tracker is used for horizontal co-



ordinates of all 781 observation points with 96 instru-

ment points and Trimble DiNi0.3 digital level for lev-

els of 48 observation points located on the center of

normal cells and straight sections with 48 instrument

points.

3) Errors (σ) for both angle and distance measurements

in the calculation are treated as 0.57 arcsec and ±7.6

μm + 2.5 μm/m, respectively based on current analy-

sis results.

Also, in this paper, a definition of the coordinate system is

Cartesian coordinate system with +x for toward the east,

+y for the north and +z for the upward vertical direction.

The origin are defined at the center of the storage ring.

The code processes two dimensional survey network

analysis with both angle and distance measurement errors

and coordinates of both observation and instrument points

by linking them individually. Specifically, algebra utilized

in the code starts from observation equations:

V = AX −L (2)

where L and X are vectors of observed coordinates and

optimal solutions, respectively. V is the vector of residu-

als and A is the coefficient matrix. In case of surveying by

more than two instruments with different surveying accu-

racies, Eq. (2) can be described as

PV = PAX − PL (3)

taking into account weight factors P for instruments.

Not only our code, general network analysis solves the

observation equation minimizing the weighted residuals;

∂V TPV /∂X = 0. Finally, optimal solutions can be eval-

uated by solving the normal equation:

∂V TPV

∂X
= 2ATPAX +ATPL+ (LTPA)T = 0

⇀↽ ATPAX −ATPL = 0

⇀↽ X = (ATPA)−1ATPL. (4)

Here, V TPV is a symmetric and variance-covariance ma-

trix which consists of variance components Cii and covari-

ance components Cij(i �= j). Both i and j are observation

point identification numbers. Matrix element Cij can be

given with the standard deviation σXi
(Xi: xi and yi) for

individual optimal solution as [3]:

Cij ∝ σXiXj . (5)

Further details of algebra for the network analysis are de-

scribed in [3, 4].

All continuous optimal solutions of observation points

on the entire circumference can be derived from discrete

measured data sets via processes described above. Resid-

ual errors of each individual observed coordinate (absolute

errors) and relations between neighboring two observations

(relative errors) can be estimated independently by matrix

elements Cij . The former can be described by variance ma-

trix elements Cii only and the latter by covariance matrix

elements Cij (i �= j).

These absolute or relative errors of observation coordi-

nates can be discussed more efficiently with graphical rep-

resentations by computing two dimensional error ellipses

in one plane (usually in horizontal plane). Regardless of

absolute or relative cases, important error ellipse parame-

ters can be expressed as

s =

√
t1
2
+

√
t22
4
+ t23 (6)

l =

√
t1
2
−

√
t22
4
+ t23 (7)

θ =
1

2
tan−1

(
−2t3

t2

)
. (8)

Here, s, l and θ are half-minor and half-major axes of error

ellipse in sigma and the angle between half-major and x

axes. Contents of t1, t2 and t3 are defined separately in

case of absolute and relative error ellipses as below.

Absolute error ellipse:⎧⎨
⎩

t1 = σ2
xi + σ2

yi

t2 = σ2
xi − σ2

yi

t3 = σxiyi

(9)

Relative error ellipse:

σ2
Δx = σ2

xi − 2σxixj + σ2
xj

σ2
Δy = σ2

yi − 2σyiyj + σ2
yj

σΔxΔy = σxiyi − σxiyj − σxjyi + σxjyj

⎧⎨
⎩

t1 = σ2
Δx + σ2

Δy

t2 = σ2
Δx − σ2

Δy

t3 = σΔxΔy

(10)

Therefore, alignment errors for neighboring two common

girders can be estimated by relative error ellipses of two

quadrupole magnets coordinates.

Figure 2 shows half-major (solid-blue) and half-minor

(dashed-red) axes of relative error ellipses on the entire

circumference of the storage ring excepting all IDs. Both

half-major and half-minor axes are relatively larger at four

straight sections: cell 6, 18, 30 and 42 which are consid-

ered that due to the sparse network. Averages of half-major

and half-minor axes are 18 μm and 17 μm, respectively,

thus averaged alignment errors for neighboring two com-

mon girders are estimated to be
√
182 + 172 � 25 μm

and at most 28 μm for straight sections. For vertical di-

rection, the measurement error is estimated as 26 μm (σ)

based on our survey results for elevation difference. Since

the required allowable errors are ±90 μm in peak-to-peak,

i.e., 90/2
√
2 � 32 μm in rms, estimated alignment errors

for both horizontal and vertical directions are confirmed to

be within the allowable errors. For visual understanding,



Figure 2: Calculated half-major (solid-blue) and half-

minor (dashed-red) axes of relative error ellipses for the

first accelerator components alignment.

Figure 3: Calculated relative error ellipses overlaid on ac-

celerator configuration at a normal cell.

Fig. 3 shows calculated relative error ellipses overlaid on

designed accelerator configuration at one normal cell (Cell

13) with laser tracker trajectories. Further optimization es-

pecially for numbers and orientations of observation points

on the tunnel wall are under review in order to improve

alignment errors.

NECESSITY OF REALIGNMENT
A necessity of realignment for the SPring-8-II configu-

ration is discussed in this section. In case that accelerator

components are built in extremely stable environment, for

example in deep underground, the realignment may not be

required. However, since observation points of SPring-8

accelerator components are affected by ground deforma-

tions, i.e., the second term in the right form in Eq. (1), con-

sideration of the realignment cannot be avoided.

Figure 4 shows trends of SPring-8 observation point

level, which have been measured since 1996 to 2018, over-

laid on ground contour-line map and infrastructures. No-

tations provided in Fig. 4 describe underground structures

and ground constructions at locations of interest. Total 271

of observation point level trends are plotted along radial di-

rection of the ring; inner of the ring starts from 1996 and

outer ends by 2018. It is found that measured level is appar-

ently reflected by underground structures and topography

before the construction. It is interpreted that the ground

level has been lifted up at most 2.5 mm at Cell 14 to 24

(ground cutting area) or sunk at most 1.5 mm at Cell 31 to

36 (banking area) over 20 years. Also, at most 1 mm sink-

ing are recognized at underground constructions straddling

the ring such as rainwater drain pipes, RF waveguides and

underpasses.

Secular changes of relative error ellipses of the de-

signed SPring-8-II accelerator configuration are calculated

by tracking their components’ coordinate variations in or-

der to discuss the necessity of realignment. Designed co-

ordinate variations are evaluated by linear interpolations

and approximations via survey data sets, i.e. ground de-

formations, of SPring-8 over past 20 years assuming that

the ground deformation is systematic and seasonal defor-

mations is completely canceled.

First, deformation growth rates a(sj) of SPring-8 ob-

servation points Ai(sj), which have been surveyed since

January 1996 to February 2018, are evaluated by linear ap-

proximations as

ΔA2
i (sj) =

∑
i

{
Ai(sj)−A′

i(sj)
}2

(11)

A′
i(sj) = a(sj)i+ b(sj) (12)

where A represents x, y and z of SPring-8 observation co-

ordinates, i is passed year since January 1996 (i = 1 ∼ 22)

and j is observation point number (j = 1 ∼ 271). sj is the

coordinate of j-th point on the designed beam orbit which

origin is defined at the most upstream quadrupole magnet

in the Cell 1. A linear approximated coordinate A′ con-

sists of the deformation growth rate a and the offset b of

j-th point. The deformation growth rate and the offset are

optimized to minimize Eq. (11).

Next, the deformation growth rate a(sk) of k-th (k =
1 ∼ 781) SPring-8-II observation coordinates can be cal-

culated by the linear interpolation with a(sj) as

a(sk) =
a(sj)− a(sj−1)

sj − sj−1
(sk − sj−1) + a(sj−1) (13)

and evaluated deformation growth rates for each SPring-8-

II observation point are shown in Fig. 5.

Assuming that all observation coordinates of the SPring-

8-II configuration in installation year as designed coordi-

nates A0(sk), their coordinates Al(sk) after l-year later

from the installation can be calculated by Eq. (12) with



Figure 4: Measured SPring-8 accelerator component levels since 1996 overlaid on ground contour-line map and infras-

tructures. Radial direction of the contour ring represents passed year, i.e., inner of the ring starts from 1996 and outer ends

by 2018. Shortened cell numbers are also provided as C06 for Cell 06. Typical length of the normal one cell is ∼30 m.

Figure 5: Evaluated ground deformation growth rates for x,

y and z. Both the original altitude and the reference level

along the beam orbit are also overlaid as reference.

ground deformation growth rates Eq. (13). Three dimen-

sional residuals of coordinates ΔR(l) between observa-

tions and designed ones for neighboring two common gird-

ers after l-year later from the installation can be described

as

ΔR(l) =
[
{dxl(sk)− dxl(sk−1)}2

+ {dyl(sk)− dyl(sk−1)}2

+ {dzl(sk)− dzl(sk−1)}2
] 1

2

(14)

, where dAl(sk) = Al(sk) − A0(sk), (A = x, y, z). Now,

ΔR(l) is separated into horizontal and vertical components

as

ΔRhol(l) =
[
{dxl(sk)− dxl(sk−1)}2

+ {dyl(sk)− dyl(sk−1)}2
] 1

2

(15)

ΔRver(l) = |dzl(sk)− dzl(sk−1)|. (16)

Both ΔRhol(l) and ΔRver(l) are calculated for total 263

of neighboring girders combinations and survival rates of

combinations below the allowable alignment error; 90 μm

are evaluated for 5 years after the installation as shown in

Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, the realignment is expected to

be required within two years for both horizontal and verti-

cal directions. Incidentally, the horizontal component can

be discussed dividing to two components, i.e., azimuthal

(beam direction) and radial components of the designed

ring coordinate which are also overlaid in Fig. 6.

Much more strict alignment tolerance is required especially

for radial coordinates comparing to azimuthal ones which

are known to be susceptible to temperature changes.

INTERPRETATION OF THE GROUND
ELEVATION WITH ATL-LAW

APPROACH
Finally, we discuss ground elevation changes with the as-

pect of the ATL-law. As discussed above, we have almost

20 years of rich survey data sets for SPring-8 accelerator



Figure 6: Survival rates of girder combinations (total 263)

beneath allowable alignment errors; 90 μm for horizon-

tal (solid-black) and vertical (two-dot chain-red) directions

over 5 years. Both radial (a-dot chain-black) and azimuthal

(dashed-black) components of horizontal direction are also

overlaid.

components and found that there exists -1.5 ∼ 2.5 mm of

ground elevation changes for this two decades.

Stochastic diffusive motion has been investigated in geo-

physics field which is considered to be one candidate to

provide the ground motion among various well known nat-

ural factors; earth tides, activities of the geologic fault, pe-

riodic changes of temperature and pressure. Amplitude of

the stochastic component is also considered to be much

smaller comparing to other components and the motion is

often treated as ”random-walk” or Brownian motion. Thus,

the component is discussed for relatively stable environ-

ment such as deep underground in general.

In accelerator physics, B. A. Baklakov et al. firstly pro-

posed ATL-law to describe the variance of the ground el-

evation difference 〈dz2〉 between two points separated by

distance L over a time interval T as [5]

〈dz2〉 ≈ ATαLβ . (17)

A is a coefficient which depends on the characteristic of the

earth’s crust. Both α ≈ 1 and β ≈ 1 in Eq. (17) has been

examined. Furthermore, V. D. Shiltsev intensively investi-

gated the coefficient A for various accelerator facilities and

so on except for SPring-8 [6].

Although, SPring-8 is constructed on the ground, it is

widely recognized that the facility is built on relatively

harder base rock comparing to other storage ring facilities.

Therefore, we apply the ATL-law to the variance of eleva-

tion changes assuming that effects of day and night or sea-

sonal temperature changes are averaged and canceled. Ele-

vation change dz(s) in the time interval T (T = 1, · · ·, 22)

at a designed beam orbit coordinate s is described as

dz(T, s) = z(t+ T, s)− z(t, s) (18)

, where t is year of survey demonstrated. Now, variance of

elevation changes for lag, i.e., distance between two points

L with time interval T can be expressed as

〈dz2(T, L)〉 = 1

M

∑
M

1

N

∑
N

{dz(T, s+L)− dz(T, s)}2.
(19)

N is pairs of points of circumference distanced by L and

M is pairs of the time interval T . Figure 7 shows variances

of elevation changes depend on the lag only up to 300 m

comparing 1 year and 22 years change. One can find that

the gradient is not unique especially for 22 year change.

Figure 7: (Preliminary) Variances of SPring-8 ground el-

evation changes over time intervals of 1 year (multiplied

by 22, blue-rectangle) and 22 years (red-circle) correlating

with the lag L.

A reason of the gradient change is considered to be sys-

tematic, i.e., not random changes. One candidate can be

expected as the continuous lift up at the ground cutting area

or damping area which are distributed from Cell 14 to 24

(∼300 m long) or Cell 31 to 36 (∼150 m long), respec-

tively as already shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Such that sys-

tematic changes should be excluded from data and further

investigations are under go.

Gradients of variance of elevation changes for each time

intervals are evaluated with errors from plots of Eq. (19)

depending on the lag and plotted in Fig. 8.

Coefficient in the empirical ATL-law to characterize the

earth’s crust for SPring-8 storage ring is eventually esti-

mated as ASPring-8 = (9.0 ± 1.5) × 10−6 μm2/s/m (pre-

liminary).

SUMMARY
Alignment errors for neighboring two common girders

designed as the SPring-8-II configuration is calculated and

confirmed to satisfy required allowable errors via a two-

dimensional network analysis. Numbers and orientation of

observation points on the tunnel wall is still under optimiz-

ing to improve errors.



Figure 8: (Preliminary) Correlations between variances of

SPring-8 ground elevation changes per unit distance and

the time interval of the surveying.

Necessity of the realignment of SPring-8-II accelerator

components are discussed based on the existing SPring-8

survey data measured over ∼20 years. As a result, it is

estimated that the realignment will be required within at

most 2 years.

Variance of elevation changes for the SPring-8 storage

ring are discussed applying the empirical ATL-law which

has never been estimated with ∼20 years of long period.

The coefficient to characterize the earth’s crust is also esti-

mated. Further investigation for systematic effects, such as

continuous lift up or damping associated with the ground

construction, is in progress.
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